
For:
Security Agency › Anyone
Company  › Anyone

An Introduction to Niō and iDter
This set of documents introduces you to all the important features of the Niō and the iDter
system. It assumes that you have already set up the iDter app, and that it has access to a
Niō. If you have not set up the app yet, see the Welcome to iDter set for instructions.
Contact the administrator of your company or your security agency for gaining access.

You might also have received a Niō and an iPad already set up to introduce you to the
system. In that case, you can start right away!

The iDter system has two kinds of users, those from a security agency, who have access to
the systems of all its iDter customers, and those from one of the companies which is the
agency’s  customer. The system is designed so that different customers do not have
access to each other, nor do different agencies.

At either the agency or at the company, there are three decreasing levels of roles - an
administrator for all users in that entity, managers who can change all Niō settings, and
associates who can only view the system and conduct essential security operations. A
summary of users and roles is attached. The administrator who added you to the system
can change your role if necessary.

1. Event Review and Live Monitoring: The core features of the system allows any user,
for instance a security guard, to monitor real-time a large number of installed Niōs
on a mobile device, thus allowing a single guard to provide services to many
companies, which may conveniently be grouped into a sector, to organize the
services.

2. Niō Settings: The Niō has many settings, for its light, sound, detection areas,
schedules for deterrence and lighting, etc. We restrict the changing of these
settings to users with manager or administrator privileges to ensure security is not
compromised. We include a comprehensive checklist for convenience.

3. Advanced Settings - Behavior: The Niō provides a unique, powerful feature - the
ability to change its deterrence behavior appropriate to its location and purpose.
Typically, you will work with your friendly iDter representative to customize these for
your deployed venue.

4. Advanced iDter Services - VVA & 911 Dispatch: iDter provides two optional services.
The first, Video Verified Alerts (VVA), allows authorized users to receive alerts sent
by a live monitoring team whenever intrusions occur. The second, 911 dispatch, goes
further. Based on instructions provided by iDter’s customers, the police will be
dispatched using an authorized UL certified provider.
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For:
Security Agency › Administrators

Roles and Permissions: A Summary
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For:
Security Agency › Anyone
Company  › Anyone

Live Monitoring, Event Review, and
Real-Time Notifications
The core feature of the Niō-iDter system is that all authorized users receive notifications of
events, can access the Niō and watch its view live, and can review automatically recorded
videos of intrusions.

The Three Views
The most useful tab on the app is the ‘Views’
tab. The top bar is continually updated as
recordings are created of events, (new ones
appear leftmost) and the rest of the screen
shows the views of six different Niōs. These
are recent views from these cameras, and
these too show the most recently active Niōs,
and rotate the views among all available Niō
units. You can thus monitor a large number of
cameras hands-free - the system refreshes the screen automatically. All images and
recordings are time-stamped, allowing users to know when events happened or how
recent the images are.  Note that one of the units in the view is dark, thus informing the
user the unit is o�ine. (If the unit is permanently o�ine, it can be deleted from the views).

By clicking the two sided expansion arrow, you can watch nine views rather than six.

The Niōs shown can be rearranged  using
View Options. The grid view shown above can
be arranged by title or by activity, and a set of
them can be filtered out. You can choose to
look more closely at a particular Niō by going
to the focus view. Here, the Niō will be
surrounded by others in its vicinity, which in
turn can become the focus by a single tap.
Finally, the live view provides real time
communication with the venue. Alternatively,
one can enter these two views by successive
taps from the grid view.
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Real-Time Notifications, Live Monitoring, and Event Review

The Focus View
The focus view, described above, is a
convenient way to monitor a few Niōs,
perhaps all those at one site where a Niō
detected some activity. By tapping on others
around the main Niō, you can quickly see the
others, and tap again to access their live
view.

The focus view offers some useful quick
short-cuts. From here, it is easy to play a
voice down message, raise an alert, or
operate the lights (these operations are
available with the live view as well, and are
described there).

The Live View
Finally, the live view allows for a live
push-to-talk conversation with the intruder.
As part of the iDter service, this feature may
be used by iDter personnel to engage with an
intruder, as previously instructed by the
security agency. In addition to raising an
alert and playing a voice down, like in the
focus view, here you can also sound the
siren.

In addition, from here or in the focus view, you can turn on the lights  (useful if they were
not already scheduled to be on), or the strobes (which can deter effectively), or start a
manual recording (if one was not started automatically already). Note that these features
are also available from Niō and Settings �> Sector �> Company→ Camera; that screen has a
recent view.
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Real-Time Notifications, Live Monitoring, and Event Review

Finally, there is a very important feature here - the ability for managers to temporarily
snooze the system. This can be very useful in situations where the intrusion turns out to be
harmless and will last a while (such as an unexpected delivery). Snoozing the system will
temporarily disable the deterrence and recording features. To avoid forgetfully snoozing
the system for too long, the system requires the wake up time to be specified whenever a
snooze is initiated.
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Real-Time Notifications, Live Monitoring, and Event Review

Events Review
Tapping See All in the main Views tab brings up all the recordings, sorted in order of time
(most recent first). It is easy to filter these just by the Niōs of interest, or, by tapping Filters
on this screen, to jump to recordings at a particular time.

Most of the recordings will be automatically created,
when intrusions are detected; it is also possible that
a few were manually triggered. Recordings in
progress are indicated by a lightning icon, and there
is information about the length of the recording, and
whether the intrusion was by a person or a vehicle.
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Real-Time Notifications, Live Monitoring, and Event Review

In addition to these, Recap videos are generated thrice a day at specific times. These time
lapse videos allow you to quickly review the entire day at the Niō. Upon such a review, or if
you otherwise have the need to look at events at a particular time, it is easy to retrieve a 5
or 15 minute video at that time from the SD card installed on the device. The storage
capacity of the SD card determines how far back an event can be fetched. The resolution of
this video will be identical to that of the other recordings, and is set for the Niō  in Settings.
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Real-Time Notifications, Live Monitoring, and Event Review

Playing Recordings
Watching a recording is easy - simply tapping on it will bring up the recording and start to
play. Since all  recordings automatically include a ‘pre-roll’, i.e. some time before the actual
event to set the context, the player is set to skip forward to a suitable starting point, for
convenience. Standard video player controls are available - to play 2x or 3x as fast, pause,
skip ahead, play in a loop, etc.

There are two additional useful features. First, one can raise an alert from the recording -
this will send a notification to all authorized watchers of this Niō, and tapping on this
notification will play the recording for them on their app. Second, the usual Share
mechanism allows a user to download the recording and attach to an email. Soon, there will
be a way to send links to the recordings that can be used independently of the app.
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Real-Time Notifications, Live Monitoring, and Event Review

Real-Time Notifications
As events occur, automated notifications can be sent to all authorized users of the system.
By default however, this option is turned off. Instead, notifications are triggered by the
iDter live monitoring team when an event is determined to be a true intrusion. These video
verified alerts are the default mechanism. Notifications free you from having to continually
switch between units looking for events. Instead, they alert you when they happen.

These notifications also appear on a
locked screen; so you do not have to be
using the iPad at the time.
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For:
Security Agency › Manager and Administrator
Company  › Manager and Administrator

Niō Settings
The Niō has several settings allowing it to be used optimally in different environments.

Overview
Choosing the tab Niō and Settings, the sector (a sector is just a group of companies), the
company, and the Niō itself brings up a screen with a recent view from the Niō, and a menu
with Settings at the bottom (the one with a gear icon). Note that this menu provides the
same abilities as does the live view.

Tapping this Settings gives an overview of the different aspects that can be customized -
the light, sound, detection parameters, the schedule, and the network. If an SD card has
been installed, its remaining capacity is shown here.
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Niō Settings

Behaviors are an advanced aspect, not covered here. Nor do we discuss changing the
network, which is a straightforward way to update the WiFi or Ethernet that the Niō is
connected to.
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Niō Settings

Light
The Niō has four panels, with independent
controls for the top two and the bottom two. In
areas where there is other lighting, with its
induced glare, turning one set off could help the
image. In other areas, one or other layer might be
redundant. Both the intensity of the lights and its
color are adjustable to suit the surrounding
environment (sometimes there are regulations
around the color).

Camera
The Niō can record in both HD and 4K. HD
resolution is su�cient for almost all
deployments; if you are using 4K however, it is
important to ensure that your network can
support it. In areas of high contrast, turning on
HDR will result in better videos. Night vision is
suitable only when the Niō lighting itself will not
be turned on (for e.g. for regulatory reasons); we
recommend using the Niō’s lights whenever
possible.
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Niō Settings

Detection
The Niō uses both infrared motion sensing
PIRs and detection algorithms using computer
vision and AI. The sensitivity of the PIR can be
adjusted here (we recommend starting at the
default value, and consulting with your friendly
iDter representative to make any adjustments
for your specific deployment).

A key aspect of detection is the ability to specify areas of interest independently for people
and vehicles. By tapping on the appropriate button, you can adjust the area of interest. The
area does not need to be contiguous. It is useful to eliminate areas such as nearby
freeways, trees and bushes, etc. so that the system’s detection is better tuned for areas
where intrusions are more likely to occur.
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Niō Settings

Schedules
There are two independent schedules - one for the lights, and the other for deterrence
behaviors.

Tapping on the screen enables setting up schedules independently for the lights and
deterrence. Schedules are set by marking the times at which these are turned on or off,
and by specifying days with overrides.
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Niō Settings

When you choose one of these actions,
a pop-up allows you to repeat the
action on different days.

Finally, you can override the schedule for
specific days (such as holidays). It is easy to
build up a schedule this way for a year in
advance.

Copying Schedules
Often, you might want several Niōs to have the same schedule, such as all those at a
company. There are two ways to do this. You will notice in the Settings menu, (shown
above) the option Apply Schedule to Other Niōs which lets you use this Niōs schedule on
other Niōs you have access to. Alternatively, you can choose a set of Niōs from Nio and
Settings → Sector → Company → Niōs and the Edit Nios option on top of the Settings menu
(shown above), which allows you to apply the schedule to all those Niōs. Warning: the other
choice here allows you to delete all those Niōs!
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For:
Security Agency › Anyone
Company  › Anyone

A Checklist of Niō Settings
This checklist provides you a way to test and get familiar with all the settings of the Niō.
These steps can be performed as a Bench Test - that is, before the Niō is installed at its
permanent location.

Basic Settings
In the Niō and Settings tab, select Browse -> Sector -> Company, then the Niō’s name to
view your Niō’s basic controls.

Select “Watch Niō Live” to view the camera live feed. This is also where you can test the
speaker - by playing a Voice Down message or using the microphone, the siren, and strobe
lights.

Test LED Lights
Turn on red/blue strobe for 10s
Turn on lights for 10s
Turn on schedule for both lights and deterrence

Test Speakers
Play a voice down and ensure that all speakers are working and quality is
good

Live View / MIcrophone Test
Monitor thumbnail in the “Views Tab”. There should be an updated image
every 5 seconds.
Enter Live View

Should see live video at 15fps - ensure video quality is good (i.e. colors
look correct, image not distorted, etc)
Should hear audio from microphone - ensure this audio is of good
quality (i.e. not distorted, quiet, etc)
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A Checklist of Niō Settings

Scroll down and tap the Settings button to view advanced controls. Tap Lights to select the
qualities your light should have when it is turned on. You can choose whether the top
panels, the bottom panels, none, or both should be illuminated. You can also select the
brightness level and color temperature on a sliding scale. New settings are saved
automatically.

Settings → Lights
Test LED brightness to maximum
Test LED brightness to minimum (1%, not OFF)
Test color temperature to 5000k
Test color temperature to 3000k

LED Panel
Test “Top Lights” and “Bottom Lights” ON
Test “Top Lights” Only
Test “Bottom Lights” Only
Test “Top Lights” and “Bottom Lights” OFF

Go Back Into Schedule And Turn Lights OFF

PIR Sensor Test
Set Niō behavior to “Lights ON Upon Detection”
Wave hand in front of PIR sensor at a distance - LED lights should turn ON

Lights may come on automatically if you already have
someone/something in front of the camera.

Turn OFF Monitoring Schedule

Detection Settings
When you install Niō in its permanent location, you’ll want to set up a Deterrence schedule
(tap Schedule to view), a Niō Behavior, and Area of Interests specific to the camera view.
For testing purposes, check that the schedule is currently.

Walk Test
Finally, walk in front of your camera to generate a recording. Check to make sure you get a
push notification on the iPad. You can open the recording from here, or go to the Views
page in the app.
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For:
Security Agency › Anyone
Company  › Anyone

Advanced Settings: Behaviors
A unique feature of the iDter system is that your iDter representative can customize your
Niōs to behave differently upon intrusions, based on your specific situation and needs.
Some reasons why you might want such different behaviors follow.

● There isn’t anyone supposed to be there at that location at those hours for any
reason, and you wish to immediately respond with the highest level of deterrence.
E.g. A secured gated property with valuable outdoor assets.

● In the particular installed location, there are often harmless casual passers-by, but
it is loiterers who are worrisome and could possibly create damage. E.g. strip mall
with copper panels in the rear.

● A quick response is very important, and it does not matter if sometimes a message
is played even when no one is present.

● It is very important to be certain there is a human intruder before playing a
deterring message.

● When one Niō on your premises detects an intruder, you want to coordinate the
behavior of other Niōs on your property, to better deter the intrusion, as well as to
attract attention from o�cials. E.g. Intrusions happen behind your property but the
front is regularly policed, and will draw a quicker response.

● The particular deployment has characteristics (such as the kind of intrusions, the
distances involved, the nature of what intruders are attracted to) that require that
the behavior be customized for that specific site, down to the camera level.

You can think of a Niō’s behavior as its responses to specific events in scenarios. Examples
of such triggers are

● The Niō suspects there is an intrusion because it detects motion.

● The Niō confirms that there is a person or a vehicle in the vicinity.

● The Niō detects that a person is loitering.
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Advanced Settings: Behaviors

There are many possible (combinations of) responses from the Niō to such triggers. The
response might be to

● Play a specific voice message.

● Alert a human to engage live with the intruder.

● Start a recording.

● Turn on the lights to their brightest level.

● Sound a siren.

● Turn on red-blue strobes (the strobes
always come on at full intensity).

These responses can be adjusted to suit the
circumstance - for instance, the level of
brightness of the light, or the duration of the
siren. Further, one can choose to have a group of
other Niōs on the premises to also respond to the
intrusion detected by any one of them.

Some behaviors customized to specific
scenarios our customers have found useful are
described below. Please contact your friendly
iDter support specialist if you would like to
customize the behaviors for your deployment.

The behavior currently on your Niō can be
checked in its settings, as shown right.
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Advanced Settings: Behaviors

Standard Behaviors
The Niō comes with a few standard scenarios that we
have found to be very effective. Often, your needs may be
met by simple adjustments to these standard scenarios,
that your iDter representative can make on your behalf. It
is important to try these standard behaviors in your
deployment  before crafting custom ones.

Cheat Sheet Summary
The table below summarizes the standard  behaviors.
Following this are figures illustrating each behavior.

Unless indicated otherwise, the user-set values for light
intensity and color, and the areas of interest for vehicle
and person detection, will be used. In all of these,
recordings are made, and notifications are sent. Default
values are indicated in italics.

Behaviors with Two Actions

Behavior Variants User Choice iDter Adjustments

Basic Deterrence

Two voice down
messages separated
by a time interval.

A. Immediate

B. Confirmed

Voice down
message VM1.

Voice down
message VM2.

Time to wait for intruder to leave
Tw (30 sec).

Light intensity for recording
L (Default: user setting).

Volume Va for VM1 (user setting).

Volume Vb for VM2 (user setting).

Time to continue recording past last
detection Tc (60 seconds).
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Advanced Settings: Behaviors

Loitering

Escalating
responses when an
intruder loiters.

Basic Deterrence
plus

siren & strobe on 2nd
action.

A. Immediate

B. Confirmed

Voice-down
message VM1.

Voice-down
message VM2.

Time to wait for intruder to leave
Tw (60 sec).

Light intensity for recording
L (Default: 100%).

Time to sound siren for Ts (10 sec).

Time to flash strobes for Tf (30 sec).

Volume Va for VM1 (user setting).

Volume Vb for VM2 (user setting).

Time to continue recording past last
detection Tc (60 seconds).

Single Action Behaviors

Behavior Variants User Choice iDter Adjustments

Shock & Awe

Maximum
deterrence as first
response.

A. Solo

B. Orchestrated

Light intensity for recording L (100%).

Time to sound siren for Ts (30 sec).

Time to flash strobes for Tf (30 sec).

Volume of siren Vs (maximum).

Quiescent time Tq  before checking for
intrusion (10 seconds).

Lights ON upon motion detection

iDter’s intelligent
version of traditional
motion detection.

A. Solo

B. Orchestrated

Light intensity for recording
L (user setting).

Time lights should stay on after
intrusion Tl (60 sec).
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Advanced Settings: Behaviors

Advanced Behaviors

Behavior Variants User Choice iDter Adjustments

Shock & Awe for Loitering

Maximum
deterrence as first
response with voice
down message on
loitering.

A. Solo

B. Orchestrated

Voice down
Message VM

Light intensity for recording L (100%).

Time to sound siren for Ts (15 sec).

Time to flash strobes for Tf (15 sec).

Volume of siren Vs (maximum).

Wait time Tw  before checking again for
persistence of intrusion (0 seconds).

The values currently set for the selected behavior may be examined by selecting it, as
shown below. Scrolling down the window reveals a large set of parameters. We strongly
recommend not changing these without consulting with iDter - small adjustments may
alter the detection performance dramatically.
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Advanced Settings: Behaviors

Standard Behaviors - Details
Although the verbal descriptions above may seem complex, because of the flexibility
offered by the choices of parameters, the behaviors are straightforward, as depicted in the
illustrations.

For the Niō to respond with the appropriate behavior in these scenarios, there are
important pre-conditions:r

● Deterrence must be scheduled during the time of occurrence.

● The relevant feature must be enabled - e.g. if the behavior requires the lights to go
on, the lights must be enabled; if not, they will not come on, but the rest of the
behavior will continue as planned.

● All Niō settings remain active unless explicitly changed in the behavior - for
instance, deterrence is initiated only if the intrusion is in the appropriate Area of

+1 (844) 955-4411
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Advanced Settings: Behaviors

Interest. Other settings reflecting the deployment, such as angle of view, detection
distance, ambient conditions, etc. will all remain unchanged. Please contact your
iDter specialist for help with these settings.

● Notifications will be sent to all users subscribed to that particular Niō.

● The users may include iDter monitoring, security agency monitoring and
dispatching systems.

Each scenario may come in more than one variant (noted in their descriptions).

● An Immediate variant emphasizes responding immediately, and is suitable in
situations where an occasional unwarranted response is acceptable for the benefit
of minimizing the latency. IMPORTANT: In this variant, the union of the vehicle and
person Areas of Interest is taken to be the Area of Interest.

● A Confirmed variant emphasizes the accuracy of the response, and is suitable when
it is critical to be sure of the appropriateness of the response, and it is worth the
few seconds to ensure this.

● Either of these two may be Solo or Orchestrated: i.e. the responses are only at the
Niō that detects an intrusion, or are coordinated among a group of Niōs on the
premises.

Basic Deterrence
Two voice-down messages separated by a time interval.

This is our most common scenario, and is widely applicable. We recommend customers
initially start with this; this will help the iDter specialists to understand the special
characteristics of the location, and develop appropriate customizations.

Actions
● When an intrusion is detected:

○ play a voice down message VM1,

○ start a recording,

+1 (844) 955-4411
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Advanced Settings: Behaviors

○ and send out notifications.

● Check again after time T seconds. If the intrusion was by a person and it persists
after T seconds

○ Play a voice down message VM2.

● Continue the recording until about a minute after intrusions have stopped. In
situations with multiple intrusions occurring one after another, a single recording,
started upon the first intrusion, will continue until all intrusions have stopped.

Variants
● Immediate:

○ The recording will be labeled ‘motion only’.

○ The message VM1 will be played even if the intrusion is by a vehicle.

● Confirmed:

○ The recording will be labeled with the nature of the intruder - person or
vehicle.

○ The messages VM1 and VM2 will only be played if the intruder is a person.

Adjustments Available
1. Voice messages VM1 and VM2, volumes for these. (Default: user setting for speaker

volume).

2. Time to wait to allow intruder to leave Tw.

3. Value of light intensity L to use for recording. (Default: user setting).
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Advanced Settings: Behaviors

Some Notes on Usage
This default scenario is appropriate in most situations. The first voice message can be
chosen to be a benign greeting and alerting the intruder that he is straying, and the second
more aggressive. Analyzing the recordings will help understand the characteristics of
intrusions at this location, allowing intelligent customization.

Loitering
Escalating responses when an intruder persists.

The loitering scenario is designed to provide an escalating sequence of deterrence actions
when the intruder persists. The very first response brightly illuminates the area,
discouraging lingering. This scenario can be extended and enhanced to suit your needs by
an iDter specialist.

Actions
● When an intrusion is detected:

○ Start a recording.

○ Send notifications, and

○ Play a voice down message VM1.

● Check again after Tw (60 seconds). If the intrusion persists:

○ play a voice down message VM2 if it is by a person,

○ followed by a loud siren for Ts (10 seconds),

○ (optionally) accompanied by strobing lights that continue for Tf (30 seconds).

● The lights will stay at the maximum brightness, and the recording will continue, for
up to 60 seconds after the intrusion ends. In situations with multiple intrusions
occurring one after another, a single recording, started upon the first intrusion, will
continue until all intrusions have stopped.

● These actions are performed for a finite period of time.
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Advanced Settings: Behaviors

Variants
● Immediate:

○ The recording will be labeled ‘motion only’.

○ The message VM1 will be played even if the intrusion is by a vehicle.

● Confirmed:

○ The recording will be labeled with the nature of the intruder - person or
vehicle.

○ The messages VM1 and VM2 will only be played if the intruder is a person.

Adjustments
● The time to wait before checking for loitering Tw (60 seconds by default).

● The time to sound the siren for Ts (10 seconds by default).

● Whether strobes should be used and for how long Tf (30 seconds by default, 0 when
not needed at all).

● Value of light intensity to use for recording L. (Default: 100%).

● Voice messages VM1 and VM2, volumes Va and Vb for these. (Default: user setting for
speaker volume).

Notes on Usage
Damage is most often caused by loiterers. Several factors determine what behavior and
adjustments would be most effective to prevent this damage -  the ease of access to the
property, the value at stake, the expected time to inflict damage, the proximity to police
presence, etc. Your iDter specialist can work with you to find the best solution for your
needs.

Shock and Awe
Maximum deterrence as the first response.

This scenario is meant for situations (such as Restricted Areas), where during the
scheduled hours of deterrence, no one is supposed to be there - for instance, in high
security restricted areas, or areas with expensive open air assets. Because of the
disruptive nature of the deterrence, there is only a Confirmed variant.
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Actions
When an intrusion by a vehicle or a person is confirmed:

● Sound the siren for Ts seconds (default: 30)

● Simultaneously, turn the flashing strobe lights on for Tf seconds (default: 30)

● Start the recording, send out notifications; continue the recording as long as the
intruder persists.

● Continue as long as intrusion persists - i.e. reconfirm intruder still present, and
start again.

● Note: since the strobe itself could trigger a motion detection, there should be a
quiescent period between repeated strobe and siren warnings.

Variants
● Solo: Behavior only affects the Niō that detects an intrusion.

● Orchestrated: Turn on the strobe lights for Tf (30 seconds) at other Niōs on the
premises.

Adjustments:
● Value of light intensity to use for recording L. (default: 100%).

● Time to have strobe lights on for Tf (default: 30 seconds).

● Time to sound siren for Ts (default: 30 seconds).

Lights ON upon Detection
iDter’s intelligent variant of traditional motion detection.

This scenario might seem to be just emulating the traditional simple motion detecting
lights, but of course the intelligence in the iDter system allows something more: automatic
recordings and notifications if the motion was due to people or vehicles. Further, this
scenario illustrates a special twist only iDter can provide - the ability to orchestrate the
behavior of multiple Niōs.
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Actions
When an intrusion is suspected:

● Turn the lights on to specified intensity.

● Verify the nature of the intrusion, and if by a person or vehicle.

● Start a recording, and send out notifications.

● The lights will stay on, and the recordings will continue, until about a minute after
there is no motion.

Variants
● Effectively, this includes both ‘Immediate’ (the lights) and ‘Confirmed’ (recordings

and notifications) actions, so there are no separate variants for these aspects.

● Solo:

○ Only the Niō that detects will turn on.

● Orchestrated:

○ In this variant, when the lights turn on at one Niō, they also turn on at other
Niōs on the premises.

Adjustments
● The time the lights should stay on after intrusion ends. Duration Lights On Ti

(default: 60 seconds).

● The brightness the lights should come on at L (default: as in user settings).

Shock & Awe for Loitering
Maximum deterrence as first response with voice down message.

In the shock & awe scenario, the expectation is that intruders are deterred by the siren and
strobe and do not linger; these simply continue until the intrusion is over. In some
situations however, further escalation may be desired, including the playing of a voice
message and are sound effects.
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Advanced Settings: Behaviors

Actions
When an intrusion by a person or vehicle is confirmed,

● The light intensity should be set to L (default: 100%).

● Sound the siren for Ts seconds (default: 15)

● Simultaneously, turn the flashing strobe lights on for Tf seconds (default: 15)

● Start the recording, send out notifications; continue the recording for 60 seconds
after intrusion is confirmed to end.

● Check after Tw seconds from when the strobe turns off (default: 5) if the intrusion
persists

● Play a voice down message if the intrusion is confirmed to persist.

● Continue with strobes and siren until intrusion is over.

Variants
Solo:

● Only the Niō that detects an intruder reacts.

Orchestrated:

● Other Niōs in the group turn on strobe and siren when the intrusion is first
confirmed.

Adjustments
● Value of light intensity to use for recording L. (default: 100%).

● Time to have strobe lights on for at first intrusion Tf (default: 15 seconds).

● Time to sound siren for Ts for at first intrusion (default: 15 seconds).

● Time to wait Tw after strobes and siren complete, before checking if intrusion is
continuing. (Default: 0, has to be < 60).

● Choice of voice down (specific file).

+1 (844) 955-4411
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Advanced Settings: Behaviors

Behaviors Customized Specially for You
If the standard behaviors described above, (with adjustments made per your request), do
not meet your needs, your iDter specialist can design and develop special distinct
behaviors that are specific for each of your cameras. Please contact iDter for more
information.
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For:
Security Agency › Anyone
Company  › Anyone

Advanced iDter Services - VVA & 911
Dispatch
iDter’s service includes two advanced options that are provided by default. Please contact
the administrator to be set up with these services.

Video Verified Alerts (VVA)
A live monitoring team watches the Niō views during contractually scheduled hours. The
team distinguishes genuine intrusions from expected presence (such as by the cleaning
crew or delivery services), and immediately sends a VVA. All authorized users (i.e. any user
who can view the camera) will receive a notification on their mobile device. If they tap on
this notification, their app will open, and automatically take them to the live view of the Niō
which detected the intrusion. If the intrusion proved to be transient, that is, the intruder
left faster than the team could react, a recording of the event will be completed, and the
VVA alert that is sent will take the users to the recording.
By default, you will only receive such notifications when they have been video verified.
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Advanced iDter Services: VVA & 911 Dispatch

911 Dispatch (Video Verified Alarms)
iDter also offers the option of dispatching 911 services. These include video as well, and
integrate with UL certified dispatching systems. The security agency providing the service
for a particular Niō can sign up, and provide detailed instructions on when such a dispatch
would be required for the particular company. An example of the criteria that are used for
911 dispatch follow.

The company can opt instead to receive a phone call from iDter in such situations, but we
strongly recommend using the service. The geographical coordinates of the Niō
(automatically captured during its site installation) are sent to the dispatching services,
allowing for a prompt response. The dispatching service confirms the dispatch and
informs the authorizing entity (typically the company owner) by phone or text.

Criteria for Dispatch
Major Intrusions: 911 (Video Verified Alarm) Minor Intrusions: Video Verified Alert

● Person looking in the windows of a
building or vehicle

● Person crawling under a vehicle

● Person carrying weapons that are clearly
visible

● Person carrying tools suitable for
creating damage to assets on the
property

● Vandals damaging buildings or assets on
the property with material value

● Attempts to break into a building or
vehicle

● Theft of equipment or property with
material value

● Person searching through a
dumpster

● Persons who have a key to enter the
premises or building

● Person walking through the property
and not exhibiting criminal intent

● Person flashing a light into the Niō
camera to obscure view

● Person sleeping outdoors on the
property

● Person urinating on the premises

● Vehicle driving through a property
(that is not fenced off or gated) and
not exhibiting criminal intent

+1 (844) 955-4411
support@idter.com
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Greg Ayres
Suggest Header above (Alert to Mobile Device only)
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